Grove-brook July 3d 1805

Amid the amiable circle by which your friend is encompassed she is continually reminded of you—The approaching post-day affords a delightful anticipation—and I hasten to have a letter deposited in the office from me, you can only expect the unadorned effusions of grateful affection—The friendly sentiments demonstrated by Mr. Johnston and yourself have deeply impressed my heart—would to heaven I could convey to you both, an adequate idea of the emotions excited by your attentions—they soothed a Mind which has been tortured beyond description—the harmony reigning in your family, and in this, is calculated to suspend all suffering in those who are susceptible of it's benign influence—Yet, alas! my wounds have been so frequently probed, they do not now admit of more than temporary relief—Oh! that recent charge, vibrated so discordantly on my ear that I am incapacitated even for the use of my needle—Humility, might have shielded me from such an accusation—in the house of Bizarre I never presumed to take many liberites—Gracious heaven! why did I exist sufficiently long to be stunned by such a blow—believe me the recurrence of that event deprives me of power to proceed—My cordial love awaits Mr. Johnston and the sweet boys—Your unalterably affectionate A: C: N:
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Amid the amiable circle by which your friend is encompassed she is continually reminded of you - the approaching festivity affords a delightful anticipation - and I hasten to have a letter deglazed in the office from me you can only expect the unadorned effusions of grateful affection - the friendship sentiments demonstrated by Mr. Johnston and yourself have deeply impressed my heart. Wou'd to heaven I could convey to you both an adequate idea of the emotions excited by your attentions. They soothe a mind which has been tortured beyond description - the harmony reigning in your family, and in them, is calculated to suspend all suffering in those who are susceptible of its benign influence - Yet alas! my wounds have been so frequently pored, they do not now admit of more than temporary relief. Oh! that recent change, vibrates so discordantly on my ear that I am incapacitated even for the use of pencil - humility might have shielded me from such an accusation - in the house of Brigard I never presumed to take many liberties - Gracious heaven! why did I exist sufficiently long to be stunned by such a blow - believe me the occurrence of that event deprives me of power to proceed - My cordial love awaits Mr. Johnston and the sweet boy - your unalterably affectionate. A. E. V.